
midCentury 
[70’s – 80’s]



(1974-1984) 

Poor population          + 300.000 people

Poverty rate + 4%

Homeless                      75.000 people

Rent /Income ratio       +10%















MHANY ( Mutual Housing Association of New York) 
[ACORN-Consumer Farmer Foundation-Pratt Center]

Managed the problem of “sweat equity” (the lack of 
financial recourses) 

. low interest bank loans

. convince the city to sell its in rem bldgs for 1$  and 
give a 2.7 mil $ forgivable loan for rehabilitation

.  start a 20 years abatment program

. 2 mil $ rehabilitation fund from Federal Departement 
of Housing

. get the Consumer Farmer Foundation to help with 
administrative and planning costs

. get the Pratt Center to provide the rehabilitation 
plans



1987 Setting up the rules.

Not eligible if 

• Owned property in NYC
• Owed the city property taxes 

Additionally:

i/ 50 hours of supervised sweat equity work (per family)

ii/ Statement of understanding the homestead effort

iii/ Attend meetings and workshops on the program operation

iv/ provide financial capability to partake to the rehabilitation and future of the bldg

v/ limits were set to the resale values of the units.

The deed was split

.land – in a 99 year trust [taking the units out of the market]

.bldg – given to the homesteader / cooperative

When the owners were to move out they
. gave it to an immediate eligible relative
. resold it with a defined rate

Result
Slow controlled gentrification. Internally mandated rent control. Provide capital for 

maintenance



Social contract.

MHANY

Administrative coordination + additional rehabilitation funds

Homesteaders

Physical labor for rehabilitation + agree not to profit from the units

City

Provides the in rem units + funding for the rehabilitation + a large low income housing stock



[The 90’s]

"Help, police, they're breaking into my home!"





UHAB
(Urban Homesteading Assistance Board)

It is estimated that in the 1990s, there
were between 500 and 1,000 squatters
occupying 32 buildings on Manhattan's
Lower East Side. The buildings had been
abandoned as a result of speculation by
owners or police raids as part of a
crackdown on drug use.













[The 00’s]











[Now]



130.742 families on conventional housing lists 

124.760 on Section 8 housing lists

Only in Manhattan there are 1.723 vacant buildings 

The Housing Asset Renewal Program (HARP), a $20 million pilot
initiative launched last August by the city Department of Housing
Preservation and Development, offers financial support to developers
to complete or convert their buildings on the condition that some of
the units are put on the market at lower prices.

But the program calls for rents that are affordable to households
with incomes at or below $99,800 for a family of four, or $69,900 for
an individual. The average household income in the Bronx is less
than $34,000.

the problem today is warehousing, property owners
who figure the longer they wait to sell or repopulate
their building the more money they'll make. In
addition to sitting on properties until the wave of
gentrification lifts their price, landlords might be
hoping to get their properties out of rent regulation
by leaving them vacant long enough.


